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THE SAN DIEGO WATERCOLOR SOCIETY 

Elisha Blatt, Owner 
BLATT WALLCOVERING          
8251 Royal Gorge Drive 
San Diego, CA 92119 

Dear Elisha Blatt: 

In January of this year the San Diego Watercolor Society moved into a newly restored historic 
building at Liberty Station, the former Naval Training Center at San Diego. The building is a 
part of the culture and arts center at the NTC Promenade. It is a wonderful facility, but our 
gallery space had some problems. One full wall was all windows and, with doors and archways, 
the wall space for hanging paintings was somewhat limited. In addition, it was acoustically a 
very live room where ambient noise made conversation difficult with more than a few people 
in the gallery. 
The addition of a number of portable partitions, fifty-six panels in all, has doubled our hanging 
space. The acoustic wall fabric that you so skillfully applied to the partitions has markedly  reduced 
the ambient noise in the gallery making conversation much more pleasant. In addition, the 
fabric provides an attractive, neutral background for displaying paintings. It also adds a touch of 
warmth and softness to an otherwise, rather cold, hard feeling in the room. 

I wish to thank you on behalf of the members and patrons of the San Diego Watercolor 
Society for the excellent service you provided in applying acoustic wall covering fabric to the 
partitions in our art gallery. They look beautiful. Well done. 

Our biggest show of the year, the 27th International Exhibition, has its opening reception 
on Friday, October 5, from 5pm to 8pm. I hope you will be able to join us in celebrating 
our completed gallery. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mike Shirk 
President 

cc :  Dwight  L i t t l e  
     Joan Grady 

The San Diego Watercolor Society is a non-profit organization, recognized as a charitable organization under 
Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Federal Tax ID: 95-3153264 


